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Hongxiang Supply Chain Co., Ltd., a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Mount Taishan Industrial Development 
Group Co., Ltd., is a modern comprehensive high-tech 
enterprise integrating scientific research, 
development, production and sales in the fields of 
biotechnology, health equipment, medical equipment 
and rehabilitation equipment.
The company has a complete and scientific quality 
management system, and its products have passed 
ISO9000 and IS013485 international quality system 
certification. The company is committed to developing 
and producing high, precision, and cutting-edge 
medical devices. Based on the market with a high 
starting point, high quality, and high reputation. It 
has received high praise from users and is also 
popular due to its reliable quality and perfect cost-
effectiveness.

Enterprise Introduction

The company will adhere to the concept 
of "customer first, integrity first, 
teamwork, and embracing change", and 
strive to create the most trusted 
service brand in the medical industry, 
committed to becoming an outstanding 
service provider in the global medical 
field.



Product Introduction

The products are used for head, neck, chest and abdomen, perineum and limbs, 

obstetrics and gynecology, ophthalmology, ear, nose and throat, orthopedics 

and other operations in hospital operating rooms.

It has the characteristics of comprehensive multifunction, light and flexible, 

practical and cheap.

Base cover and vertical cover are stainless steel.

The elevation is controlled by oil pump hydraulic system. The adjustment is 

manipulated at the side of the head section.

Hydraulic bed is with double floors ( convenient for x-ray and photo-taking) 

and divided leg boards ( dismantable. Folded and outreach, convenient for 

urology surgery).

The shied and base are made of stainless steel.

Multiple models, complete range, welcome to consult!

Operating Table



This product is used for parturient childbirth and gynecological 

operation, the bed adopts hydraulic lifting, All kinds of actions 

can be adjusted and locked in the specified range, easy to 

operate, leg plate can be disassembled. Beautiful appearance 

and easy to clean

Multiple models, complete range, welcome to consult!

 Gynecological 
Operating Table
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 The cranks manual hospital bed is a manual crank system, offering function of back 

and knee up & down. More over the manual crank hospital bed is independent castor 

locking system. Once the nurse steps on the any of castor braking panel, the whole 

medical patient bed will be motionless.

As it is a type of cheap medical bed compared to full electric hospital bed, it can be 

application of medical patient bed for home use on purpose of saving finance budget.

The head of the bed is made of ABS medical plastic injection molding, beautiful 

appearance, reliable and durable

The surface of the bed is made of cold rolled steel plate, which is easy to clean

ABS double side rails are used for guardrail (with air spring control system)

Wheel adopts 125 luxury silent wheel (equipped with central brake system

Multiple models, complete range, welcome to consult! Nursing Bed
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Full color rendering during anesthesia.

Different from the display of tissue, adjusting the color temperature of the operating lamp can 

make the bright tissue and necrotic tissue see more clearly, helping surgeons to improve the 

quality of surgery;Different people have different adaptability to light and sensory degree. The 

color temperature adjustable technology can adjust the color temperature to the most 

appropriate color temperature for surgery. Adjusting the color temperature during surgery can 

relieve the visual fatigue of doctors, which is a new light source for surgical lighting innovation.

Super long service life lighting source, LED life can reach more than 60000 hours, no need to 

replace the bulb.

Imported LED cold light source without infrared radiation, nano coating radiator, creating our 

excellent heat dissipation effect. Light emitting diode as light source cold light source, no 

temperature rise, no ultraviolet radiation, no stroboscopic.

Under the same brightness, LED energy consumption meter is 1/10 of the ordinary incandescent 

lamp, halogen lamp 1/2. This lamp is impact resistant, waste recyclable and mercury free, and 

the light emitted does not contain infrared and ultraviolet components without radiation pollution.

Perfect shadowless lamp effect, using scientific radian focusing design, subtly avoid the shield of 

the doctor's head and shoulder, to achieve perfect shadowless lamp effect and super depth 

lighting.

Multiple models, complete range, welcome to consult! Shadowless Lamp
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Product Features

Multiple 
options available Multiple models Quality Assurance



Buyer Reading

Product images, prices, and product attributes are for reference only: 
specific product requirements are subject to customer requirements, and 
prices are subject to offline quotes. Welcome to inquire or come to the 
factory for negotiation!

Buyer Reading

We will conduct a strict inspection of all products before shipment, and only 
after confirming that there are no quality issues can we ship them.

The pictures are all taken in kind, but some products may have slight color 
differences due to lighting and display issues. Please feel free to call us for 
consultation or visit our factory!

About Quality

Product issues

Product image


